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CBIZ  EMPLOYEE BENEFIT S
Are You Playing It Safe with 
Your Employee Benefits — 
And Your Benefits Broker? 

QUESTIONS YES NO UNSURE SCORE
Have your health care costs negatively impacted your overall profit?

Are you experiencing low engagement with, and utilization of, your employee 
benefits offerings?
Have you received negative feedback or criticism on your employee benefits 
from your workforce?
Have you considered swapping insurance carriers at any point throughout the 
last year?

Does your benefits broker lack expertise in your industry? 

Do you feel that offering cost-effective benefits solutions is not a priority for 
your benefits broker?
Does your benefits broker offer one-size-fits-all benefits solutions as opposed 
to tailored, size-specific strategies?
Do you feel that your benefits broker pushes health care products as opposed 
to offering an overall approach that aligns with your culture and objectives?

Does your benefits broker lack a comprehensive process for renewal?

Do you feel out-of-the-loop on the latest innovations in the benefits industry? 

Have you considered swapping benefits brokers at any point throughout the 
last year?

Have you navigated the process of swapping benefits brokers in the past?

Is the idea of swapping benefits brokers intimidating to you?

Do you feel that your benefits investment is hindering your business growth as 
opposed to fostering it?

TOTAL SCORE:

To attract and retain top talent in today’s fiercely competitive job market, employers must be willing to take risks and offer 
outside-the-box employee benefits. Benefits brokers, in turn, must be in-the-know regarding the latest and greatest benefits 
to ensure your organization is able to stay ahead of the curve. 

How can you determine if you’re pushing the envelope or playing it safe with both your benefits offerings and your broker? 
Filling out our interactive scorecard is a strong place to start.
INSTRUCTIONS: Begin by answering the questions below. Each response will be given a numerical value depending on the 
answer. After completing the questions, total your score using the scale at the bottom of the page.

SCORING: YES = 0 points | NO = 2 points | UNSURE = 2 points
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DECODING YOUR SCORE

If you scored between 0-10: You might be playing it too safe with your employee benefits — and your benefits broker. Whether 
you are seeing low engagement with your employee benefits, or your benefits investment is hindering your business 
growth, your benefits broker should be suggesting innovative, cost-effective strategies to enhance your offerings and your 
organization’s ROI. If they aren’t, it may be time to consider swapping benefits brokers. 

If you scored between 11-19: Your benefits program is performing well, indicating that your broker is keeping you up-to-date 
on all things benefits and advocating for your best interests. However, there is still room for improvement when it comes to 
innovation, cost containment or personalization. Challenge your broker to go the extra mile so you can maximize the return 
on your investment.

If you scored between 20-28: You’ve taken risks with your employee benefits and your broker truly has your back. Keep doing 
what you’re doing — it’s likely to pay off in the form of high employee engagement, increased retention and strong cost-
savings.
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